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About This Game

The much anticipated sequel to the #1 casual game of 2005, LUXOR 2 HD has been re-imagined and sets the new standard for
action-puzzlers with dazzling new HD graphics & effects.

Luxor 2 HD still offers the addictive and easy-to-learn, yet difficult to master game play which made the award-winning Luxor
franchise such a smash hit, while taking the game to a completely new level.

Luxor 2 HD takes you on a beautiful voyage through the land of ancient Egypt. Play 88, gorgeously rendered levels in brilliant,
widescreen HD graphics set amongst the pyramids and temples of ancient Egypt. Use your mystical winged scarab to shoot and
destroy the approaching magical spheres before they reach the pyramids at the end of their path. And to help you shoot down

those enemy spheres, Luxor 2 HD features more explosive power-ups than ever before.
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88 explosively challenging levels with 26 re-mastered HD Widescreen Backgrounds
Spectacular new Visual Effects throughout
Four invigorating levels of difficulty, including the expert level that unlocks the mind-blowing Challenge of Horus
Over 80 statistics and badges, plus bonus rounds at the end of each stage
Ranking system to let players work their way from Farm Hand to Pharaoh
Three stimulating modes of play, including the Survival and Practice modes
13 explosive and unique power-ups, including the Color Cloud, Net, Dagger and Lightning Storm, to help destroy the
oncoming enemy spheres
13 intense and rewarding bonus rounds at the end of each stage in the game
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Title: Luxor 2 HD
Genre: Casual
Developer:
MumboJumbo
Publisher:
MumboJumbo
Release Date: 13 May, 2013
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Very underrated, famtastic depth and replayability. Think Democracy 3 combined with Sims.. The trials bits are fun, the on-
foot stuff is the worst.. This blew my mind! Was looking for a way to show my 3D models, well this is it!. Wow, this was a wild
ride. Played through the single player campaign in one go.
It has all the locomotion options you would want in a VR game.
The graphics are great. Enemies look detailed and the world feels huge. You can at the hellish mountains in the distance. You
get a sense that you're in a huge world.
It actually has a story worth playing through, something I don't see much in other VR games.
Has suprising amount of puzzles. You would not think that from screenshots and videos.
You get a lot of excercise in the later levels, tearing demons that are coming from everywhere.
The boss fights are fun.
My main gripe is there's not a lot of variety in enemy types. They mostly run towards you and try to hit you, some are more
interesting, like the priests that shoot fireballs, but that's about it. Hope they add more enemies. I also had to restart from
checkpoint once. A power wouldn't turn on.
Overall a great VR experience of being a demon from hell and tearing people apart.

. Really good game, i got it on sales ples sub to my channel: Juke MC. This game is working....at least...
I do not see why this game cost 75 HKD....
I think this should be a free game....
If you really addicted to similar play style games... there should be a lot for free options.....
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My advice is to forget about buying this game. All levels are timed, there is usually only 1 way to complete them, and even in
Rampage mode you are timed - so you never really get to enjoy the sandbox potential of this game. A great concept poorly
executed. Frankly, I want my money back.. I liked it,...it's not a fast game,...but..if you like to try out think the enemy...it's
fun..and keep in mind the era of play.. Love this game but everytime i play multiplayer and get into a battle it freezes and wont
do anything until i quit. Every time!!!! Is this a fix for this???. Ok, this is epic. How to have 5gb more free space on ur hdd?
Yes, you guess.... I can't ecven play the game now because of this error message: Access violation at address 00553DE1,
accessing address 00000008 PLEASE FIX!!!! IM NOT RECOMMENDING THIS GAME TO OTHERS UNTIL THIS BUG IS
FIXED!!!!. Combat is horrible.

Dialogue is horrible, especially the main character.

Itemization is a joke.
You pick up hundreds upon hundreds of items that you don't ever need to use.

And it's just plain boring to play.. Are you a Dr Who fan?
Do you like horror movies where the protagonist has to run away from the bad guy/s?
Outdated graphics aren't that big of a deal to you?
You like indie games that have an interesting concept?

If you answered yes to at least a few of the questions above, Statues is a game for you. Quality title. I'm impressed that it was
made by four people only.. Well done graphics. Lack of strategy, lack of weapon development, lack of gameplay feedback,
glitchy sound, one strategy beats the game, etc. And It is very short. Good to spend an hour if you bought it on sale. With good
discount. I had 60% off, but wish it was 80%.. There's good things I can say about this game. The atmosphere is fantastic, so is
the voice work. I found this to be genuinely creepy. That being said, the gameplay is miserable. You sink absurdly slow, and rely
on brief flashes of light to even see where you are. Blinding the player frequently isn't difficult gameplay, its taking control
away from the user. I can't in good faith recommend this. Sorry.
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